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Abstract:
This paper represents importance of user authentication over the applications, user authentications in different type of applications either it is web-based applications or mobile based applications or window-based applications it has been our protections by acting to prevent one’s data from unauthorized access. With the achievement of new technologies, the way we have been using User Authentication has been changed and transformed into ample safe yet more easily than they were ever been in the past few years. This paper discusses the different approaches for developing user authentication for web based and mobile based applications [1][2].
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I. Introduction:
The meaning of user authentication is users are going to be check for access the system. If we want to use some applications where user has to interact with the system in that case user authentication is needed. User authentication can be done in different way. There are many ways which define user authentication it can be by using face recognition techniques, biometric based techniques, fingerprint-based techniques or many more [3][4]. User authentication is depending upon where it is going to be apply in which system it is going to be apply this question is important. For example, if we want to access any devices like our laptop or mobile phone the approaches is different. Here this paper discusses about user authentication approaches in applications based. Security is the very important dimension of any software development application which include different ways to processes of user authentication, the user or software developer of the application, should manage these aspects while using and developing the applications. As we know there are many users use different applications in daily life [5][6]. So, in the past decade has forced the developers to come up with more secure strategies and user authentication approaches to handling security mechanisms. One of the most sensitive issue in application is validity of a user is considered which requires special attention especially in the case of user interaction applications. We should take care of unauthorized access specially in case of password which is also very sensitive data in applications [2].

II. User authentication for web based:
If we want to access any web application or web portal, we have to gone through user authentication process which is also called user validation process. For that user is valid or not user credentials are required to check.
Generally, user credentials have been stored in our logical database. There are many ways to store these login credentials in database. This is also depending upon the technology used to develop web-based applications [7][8]. Let say if application has been developed in asp.net technology in that case we can stored login credentials in SQL server database. In the same manner if we use php technology we can store login credentials in MySQL database. It means user authentication in web-based application is also different according to server-side technologies. We know web-based application is based on client server relationship. User which is also called client who is responsible for sending request to the server through login page by posting the login credentials to the server, after that server verifies the login credentials and send response back to the client. This is basic process of web application to check login credentials [9] [10].
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**III. User authentication for mobile based:**

The process of user authentication in mobile based applications is also different according to mobile platforms. It can be a login credentials checked from database or user authentication can check through fingerprint, through voice and even through face recognition. But in general, if we want to access mobile devices in that case fingerprint, voice or face recognition approaches are performed. But in mobile applications either it is native based or hybrid base mobile application user authentication is a basic requirement. This is also depended which type of mobile applications users are using. Now a day’s mobile applications are authenticated by using their social login credentials such as Facebook login LinkedIn login or Google login.
In the above fig.2 diagram exemplifies the social login flow. The social-login security check user authentication with the token with its web client identifier from the security check configuration mechanism. The social-login returns the authenticated user to the Authorization Server API.

In the above fig.3 diagram user authentication checked by clicks on the login button. If in user authentication user is valid which shows user authentication succeeds, the mobile application shows the home page. Here to validate the user in user authentication, the security check login credentials with the help of adapter which connects to the predefined database server that can be access through a secure gateway.
IV. Implementation of user authentication:
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Here user authentication has been implemented in asp.net web application. Microsoft database file has been used to check login credentials which is stored table named adminMaster. If user is authenticated then homepage will be called. But in case of user is Invalid the message will be display to the user Invalid Login.
public class LoginActivity : Activity
{
    EditText txtUsername1, txtPassword1;
    Helper helper;
    protected void OnSubmit(View view)
    {
        txtUsername = FindViewById(R.Id.txtusername1);
        txtPassword = FindViewById(R.Id.txtpassword1);
        helper = new Helper(this);
        string strUsername =-txtUsername1.Text.ToString();
        string strPassword = txtPassword1.Text.ToString();
        var user1 = helper.Authenticate(this,new
UserDetails(null,strUsername,null,null,null,null,null,strPassword,null));
        if (user1 != null)
        {
            Toast.MakeText(this, "valid user", ToastLength.Short).Show();
            Intent intent = new Intent(this, typeof(home));
            intent.PutExtra("UserName", strUsername);
            StartActivity(typeof(home));
        }
        else
        {
            Toast.MakeText(this, "Invalid user", ToastLength.Short).Show();
        }
    }
}
Here user authentication has been implemented in android mobile based application. SQLite database has been used to check login credentials with the help of helper class. If user is authenticated then home activity file will be called. But in case of user is Invalid the message will be display to the user Invalid User.

V. Conclusion:

Now we can say user authentication is important for any application where user interaction is required. Application either it is web based or mobile based or window based everywhere user authentication should be mandatory. There are some challenges because of there are lots of technologies we have and lots of different approaches also we have only we need to take care approaches must be followed by a proper requirement according to target end users means who is going to use that application target user will be those users. If the application is web based it should be followed with the proper client server relationship along with web-based security mechanism.
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